HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
he did not get it. On account of their relationship, there was
great dispute between the two. The relatives present then,
decided that Nawwnb Safdar All Khan should take the
elixir for appetite and Muhammad Taql AIT Khan the elixir for
virility in accordance with their respective needs. Thus the
dispute between the two was settled. Both were pleased with
the decision, and began to use their respective medicines. The
effect was that Nawwab Safdar All Khan Shahid began to eat
daily live seers of paluw, two seers of bread, roasted flesh of
one goat, besides fruits and thick soup of one goat every night.
His death was caused by the mixing of poison with that soup.
Muhammad Taql All Khan was ill for a year after taking his
powder, since Safdar JV1I Khan failed to give full directions for
use. On his recovery, European and Indian doctors advised
that as far as possible he should have his head covered with a
steel cap during his bath so that no water may get in. Tn brief,
he had many wives, nearly one thousand women collected from
every community. He had also many children, more than two
hundred daughters and sons.
In brief, Hazrut-i-Ala arranged his army and started with
the idea of subjugating the fort of Wandwasl. On reaching
its border he wrote the following letter to the qilhddr demand-
ing obedience and the usual peshkash. He addressed it
personally and dispatched it so that there should be no room
for any future complaint.
The farmdn of  f-la&rat-i-A'ld to  Muhammad Taql
Khan, the qil'adar of Wandwasl^.
"By the grace of God, from the beginning of our authority
over this land, and the control over the nigamat, it is clear to every
eye, and also 10 you, that those who chose to be on terms of
friendship with us, raised aloft their heads in pride and distinc-
(1) Summary is given as usual of the letter and the reply.
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